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Translation invariant operators

on Lp-type spaces

by

S.J .L. van Eijndhoven

Summary

The continuous, translation invariant, linea.r operators from Lr~lJm) into LiocCIR) and from
L~omp(JR) into L~omp(lR), 1 ~ p S 00 are characterized. This cha.racterization is in terms of
the convolution ring bac(lR) consisting of all compactly varying. right continuous functions
of bounded variation. It turns out that for p = 1 and p == 00. each translation invariant
operator on LfocUR) leaves invariant the spa.ce C(IR) of continllolls functions on JR.
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1 Function spaces

For 1 ~ p < 00 by LP(JR) we denote the Banach space of (equivalence classes of) Lebesque
measurable functions Ion JR for which IIIP is integrable, with associated norm

By LOO(JR) we denote the Banach space of essentially bounded measurable functions on JR
with norm

1111100 = essuPtER II(t)1 .

For 1 ~ p < 00 and 1 < q ~ 00 with ~ + ~ = 1, the Banach space Lq(JR} represents the dual
of LP(JR) in the sense that each continuous linear functiona.l F on L7>(JR) is of the form

F(g) = Jg(t)f(t)dt
R

where f E Lq(JR) with 11F1I,p = Ilfllq.

For A C JR let 1A denote the characteristic function of the set A. The space Lioc(JR)), 1 ~

p ~ 00, consists of all measurable functions f on JR for which f· 1A belongs to V'(JR) for all
bounded Borel sets A C JR. The locally convex topology for Lioc( JR) is brought about by the
countable set of seminorms {sp,n I n E IN} defined by

(1.1) sp,n(J) = Ilf1[-n,n]llp .

Thus LfoJlR) is a complete metrizable locally convex space, i.e. a Frechet space. A linear
functional F on Lfoc(JR) is continuous if and only if t.here are n E IN and C' > 0 (both
depending on the choice of F) such tha.t

(1.2) IF(g)1 ~ C'sp,n(g) , 'rig E Ll~c(JR) .

The space L~omp(JR) is the subspace of LT'( JR) consisting of all f E L7>( JR) for which f = f ·11\"
for some compact set f{ C JR, i.e. for which the support Sl1PP(.f) is hounded. Introducing
the Banach subspaces V:n(JR) of LP(JR) by

f E L;n(JR): ¢} f E LP(JR) with supp(J) C [-n,n]

we have

0;:.

L~omp(JR) = U L~:l(JR)·
n=l
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So, most naturally, L~omp(JR) carries the (strict) inductive limit topology generated by the
strict inductive system of Banach spaces {L~n(JR) I n E IN}, Le. L~omp(JR) is a strict LB
space. (For a transparant introduction of strict inductive limits see [Co, Ch. IV].) Therefore,
a linear functional F on L~omp(JR) is continuous if and only if the restriction of F to each
L~n(JR) is continuous. Identifying L~n(JR) and LP([-n, n]) and having in mind that for 1 ~

p < 00, Lq([-n, n]) represents the dual of LPn-n, n]) it can be proved that each continuous
linear function F on L~omp(JR) is of the form

(1.3) F(g) = J f(t)g(t)dt, 9 E L~omp(JR)
R

for some f E Lfoc(1R) where IIFIL;n(R) II = Sq,n(j).

Also, from the characterization of the continuous linea.r functiona.ls on Lfoc(JR) as presented,
we conclude that L~omp(JR) represents its dual for 1 $ p < ,x. Indeed, let. F he a linea.r
functional on Lioc(JR) satisfying (1.2) for some n E IN. Then for all 9 E LfoC<-Dl) , F(g) =
F(g . 1[-n,n]) and FIL;n(R) is continuous. So there exists f E L~n(JR) such that

(1.4) F(g) = F(g· 1[-n,n]) = J f(t)g(t)dt.
R

For notational convenience we introduce the bilinear form (, h on Lioc(m) x L~omp(JR),

1 $ p ~ 00, 1 ~ q ~ 00 and ~ + ~ =1 by

(1.5) (g, f)p = Jg(t)f(t)dt.
R

We conclude that ea.ch continuous linear functional on L~omp(1R). 1 ~ ]J < 00, is given by

9 1-+ (f,g)q

and each continuous linear functional on L:~c(Rl)

9 1-+ (g, f)p .

In the sequel we use the spaces G(JR), Cc(m) a.nd bac(Rl). Here G(1R) denotes the spa.ce
of all continuous functions on m; it is a closed subspace of L~;~(1R). So C(1R) is a. Frechet
space with respect to the semillorms 8o::0 ,n, n E IN. The spaC(' c..(1R) is the subspace ofC(IR)
consisting of all f E C( IR) with bounded support.. Define

C,n(1R) = {f E Gc(JR) Isupp(f) C [-no n]} .

Then C,n(JR) is a closed subspace of L~(1R) and

(1.6) Cc(JR) = U C,n(m).
nEl\'



We see that Ce(JR) is a strict LB-space. The space bae(JR) consists of all right-continuous
functions of bounded variation on JR, Le. a right-continuous function p. belongs to bae(JR) if
there exists C > 0 such that for any ordered tuple tl < t2 < .,. < tN+b N E IN,

N

L Ip.(tj+d - p.(tj)1 ~ G
j=l

and with the additional property that there exists T > 0 such that

p.(t) = 0 for t < - T ,

p.(t) = p.(T) for t > T .

The space bac(JR) represents (isomorphically) the dual of C(JR) in the sense that ea.ch con
tinuous linear functional F on G(JR) is of the form

(1.7) F(g) = j g(t)(lp.(t) , 9 E C(JR) ,
JR

where the integral is interpreted as a Riemann-Stieltjes integra.!. Moreover, baAJR) is a
convolution ring without zero divisors, where the convolution is defined by

(1.8) (P.l * j.l2)(t) = j j.ll (t - T)dP.2(T) •

R.

For an extensive discussion of the convolution ring bae(JR) we refer to [So] and [ES].
The dual of Ce(JR) can be represented by right continuous functions J.I on IR which are locally
of bounded variation. We sketch the proof. First observe thaI if /1, is a right continuous
function such that for each 71. E IN, j.t has bounded varia.tion on [-II. II]. the integral

F~(g) = j g(t)dj.l(t)

JR

is well-defined for each 9 E Ce(JR) as a Riemann-Stieltjes int~gl'aL and for fJ E C.n(JR), 71. E
IN,

So F~ is a continuous linear functional on Ce(JR). For the converse we apply the classical
Riesz representation theorem for the dual of the Banach space C[a. b]. Identifying C,n(JR)
and the closed subspa.ce Go[-71.,71.]

Co[-n,n] = {f E G[-n,n] I fen) = f(-n) =O}

of C[ -71., n] we see that for each n E IN there is a right continuous function /In of hounded
variation on [-71.,11.] with j.ln( 0) =0 such tha.t



n

F(g) = Jg(t)dJ-lnU) , 9 E C,n(JR)
-n

where F is a given continuous linear functional on Cc(lR). Since for all n E IN and 9 E C,n(JR)

n n+lJg(t)dJ-ln(t) = f g(t)dJ.ln+I(t)
-n -n-l

we have

J-ln+I I(-n,n) = J-ln, n E IN .

So we can properly define It on JR by

J-l(t) = J-ln(t) , t E (-n, n)

and we see that

F(g) =Jg(t)(L,t(t) , 9 E Cc(1R.) .
R

Also, we shall employ the spaces COO(JR) and Cgo(JR), which playa. prominent role in classical
distribution theory. The space COO(JR) consists of all infinitely differentia.ble functions on JR.
It is endowed with the Frechet topology brought about by the seminorms

The space C'{'(JR) consists of all functions in COO(JR) with compact support alld C'{'(IR) is
endowed most naturally with the strict inductive limit topology brought about by the closed
subspaces C';:(JR) of COO(JR).

C';:(JR){f E coo(JR) I supp(/) C [-n, n]} .

So Cgo(JR) is a. strict LF-space, Le. a strict countable inductive limit of Frechet spaces.
In literature one often uses the notation f(1R) and V(JR) in stead of ("X>(JR) and C;;o(JR),
respectively. Part of the results mentioned here can be found in the monographs [DS] and
[Seh].

2 Translation group, translation invariance

For a function f on JR its translate a'd is defined by

(2.1) (atf)(r.l = I(t + r). T E JR .
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For measurable functions hand 12 on JR with h = 12 almost. everywhere. atll = at12 almost
everywhere. So the translation at ca.n be defined on all of t.he spa.ces LI'~c(1R), 1 ~ ]J ~ 00.

And for all t E JR the operator at is continuous from Lioc(JR) into Lr~c(JR), L~omp(JR) into
L~omp(JR), G(JR) into G(m) and Gc(JR) into Gc(m). In fact., (adlER is a group on each of
these spaces. This translation group is strongly continuous for the spaces G(m), Lfoc(JR), Cc(JR)
and L~omp(JR) whenever 1 ~ p < 00. But not for the spaces LI::c(JR) and L~mp(JR) which
follows from the observation that

Being co-groups on Frechet spaces and strict inductive limits of Frechet spaces, respectively,
we may apply the theory presented in [El] and [E2]: In short, let Y be a sequentiaIly complete
locally convex vector space and let (at )tER be a strongly continuous group of continuous linear
operators on V. Then for each It E baAJR) the linear operator 0'['1] defined by the lI-valued
Riemann-Stieltjes integraI

(2.2) a[Jt]x = JO't X dJl(t)

R

is continuous from 1/ into V and for Itl, 11.2 E bac (1R)

where the convolution * is defined in (1.8). Further it has been proved that for each /t E
bac(JR) there exists a sequence (,tn)nEN in the linear span, spa.n({atH I t E JR}), such that
for all x E II

Here H denotes the standard Heaviside function.

Let V denote any of the spaces Lioc(JR), L~omp(JR), G(JR), ('ccm). C'X,(1R). C~(1R), where
1 ~ ]J < 00, and let at = at for all t E JR. Then for /t E baA m). t.he operator a[p] is defined
according to (2.2). So a[p] is a. continuous translation inva.riant (i.E'. a[/l]at = a,a[/l], t E JR)
linear operator from V into V. The question arises whether each continuous translation
invariant linear operator from V into V is equaI to a[lt] for some II E bad m). This ques
tion originates from the fact that for V = CUR) it has been proven to be the case. But for
V' = GOO(JR) it is evidently not true; a continuous linear operator £- from ("x'(1n) into COO(JR)
is translation invariant if and only if £- = p(djdl}a[p] for a polynomial p and /1 E bac(JR).
See [So].

Next we discuss the spaces CcUR) and c~x>(m). We a.re aware of the fact that the results
derived here for these spaces can be found in literature, e.g. in [Sch]. However, they are not
formulated in our terminology and we like to l\eep this paper as self-conta.ined as possible
introducing no more terminology as necessary.
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Theorem 1. Let [, from CcUR) into Cc(JR) be a cont.inllolls linpar operator. Then [, is
translation invariant, if and only if there exists p, E bacUR} slIch that [, = a[p].

Proof. Because of the previous observations we only have to prove necessity.
So assume that [, is translation invariant. Then (£/)(t) = (£ad)(O) for all t E JR and
I E Cc(JR). The linear functional I ........ (£/)(0) is continuous on Cc(JR). So there exists a
right continuous function jl on JR with jllI of bounded variation for each bounded interval I
such that

(£/)(0) = JI(r)djl(r), IE Cc(JR) .

We conclude that

(£/)(t) = Jf(t + r)dji(r) , f E Ce(JR), t E JR .

Continuity of £ means that there is rn E IN such that

£(C,I(JR» c C,m(JR)

and

max 1(£J)(t)1 ~ C rna-x I/(t)1
tE[-m,m] tE[-I,I]

for all IE C,1(JR). Hence for all J E C,1(JR) and all t E JR with ItI 2: 111

JI(t + r)dft(r} =0 .

It follows that jl(t) =p(m) for t > m a.nd ji.(tl = ji,(-m) for t < -m. Now put

JL(t) = P,(t) - il( -m), t E JR.

Then JL E bae( JR) and for all f E Cc(.lR) a.nd t E JR,

(£f)(t) =JJ(t + r)dlt(r) = (a[p]fHt) . o

To derive a similar result for the space C'('(JR.) we have to do some preparations. For

'Ij; E bac(JR) n COO(JR), its derivative ~L~ belongs to Cg-o(.lR) . .'\Iso. fo!' <.p E C;:'(JRl, we have
Jcp E bac(JR) n COO(JR), where

t

(.Jcp)(t) = J 9(r)(lr.

7



So we can reformulate a result of Dixmier and Malliavin, see [DM] and [E2], in our terminol
ogy:
(2.4) For all 9 E COO(JR) there are 'lh, 1/.'2 E bac(1R) n COO(JR) and 9t.92 E COO(JR) such that

Further, we observe that for <p E C~(.JR) and 1/J E bac(JR) n COO(JR)

(2.5)

We use the notation jL(t) = -p(-t) such that

u[)L]f = JO'-tf dp.(t) .

Theorem 2. Let £: C?O(JR) - C':C'(IR) be a. continuous linear operator. Then £ is trans

lation invariant if only i/ there are:' polynomial ]J and p E baA IR) such that 1: =p( (~~ )O'[p].

Proof. The sufficiency of the condition is readily established. vVe prove its necessity. From
[E2] we conclude that

'<Iv E bacOR): O'[v]1: = £0'[1/] ,

'<Ij E IN: (:t)i 1: = £( (~~ )3

and so for all 9 E COO(JR) and cp E C~(JR) the function

belongs to COO(JR). Moreover, for all 1/.' E baAJR) n COO(JR) and ..p E C'X.'(1R)

Let 9 E COO(JR). Then by (2.4) there a.re 1/.'i,lfJ2 E baAJR)n(,'X(II?j and [Jt.9z E eX'(JR)
such that

Hence for aU cp E C~(JR),

8



So the uniquely defined distribution £*g,

(£*g)(lp): (£lp,gh

is represented by the Goo-function

It follows that £* maps coo(JR) into GooCIR) as a continuous, translation invariant linear
mapping. We note that the continuity is a consequence of the Closed Graph Theorem. So as
observed earlier, there are a polynomial p and JL E bac(1R) such that

We conclude that £ = p( :t )cr[JL] (and a forteriori that L~ extends to a. continuous linear op
erator on GOO(.lR)). 0

Now let V be one of the Frechet spaces Lp,loc(lR) , 1 ~ }J < 'XI, and let [. from 1I into
V be continuous, translation invariant and linear. Then in [El] we proved that GOO(lR) is an
invariant subspace of [. and £1c:co(lR) maps COO(.lR) into C'"X>(Dl) continuously. (In fact, in
the terminology of the mentioned paper, LfocClR) is a translatable Frechet space.) It follows
from the observations at the beginning of this section that

for some JL E bac(.lR) a.nd polynomial p. This is something, hut we can be a lot more precise.
Denote by WC~(lR) the subspace of G(lR) consisting of all .f E C(IR) for which there exists
9 E Lfoc(.lR) such that

t

J(t) = f(O) +Jg(r)dr, t E lR .
o

Then Wfo'~(lR) is the domain of the infinitesimal generator bf! (= !i) of the co-group (crt )tER.

So equiped with the graph topology induced by 8{1' i.e. the ~~pology generated by the
seminorms

Wic;~(.lR) is a Frechet space. Observe that o{1f = 9 in the above definition. The inclusions
Wfo'~(lR) ~ G(lR) and Cl(lR) '--- Itll1~~~(Dl) are continuous. Here ('I (IR.) is the space of aU
continuously differentiable functions on JR with natural Frechet topolog,\'.
Now if £: Lfoc(lR) --+ LfoJIR) is continuous. tra.nslation invariant and linear, l'VC:(lR) =

9



dom(ou) is an invariant subspace of £ and £1lV,P,l(R) is continuous on W/:;;(1R), d. [EI].
loc

Consequently, the restriction £IC1(R) can be regarded as a translation invariant linear oper-
ator which maps C1(1R) into G(JR) continuously. From the characterization proved in [So]
we obtain that there exist constants a and b, and J.L E bac E JR such that

d
£f = U[J.L] (a dt +b)/, f E Gl(JR) .

Theorem 3. Let 1 $ p < 00 and let £: Lfoc(lR) -+- Lioc(lR) be a continuous linear operator.
Then £ is translation invariant if and only if there exist constants a and b, and Jt E bac(JR)
such that

where, in case a f= 0, J.L satisfies the additional condition

U[JtJ(Lioc(1R)) C Wro~(lR) .

Proof. Under the condition on Jt be given the operator

is everywhere defined on Lioc(lR) and closed, whence continuity of (*) follows from the Closed
Graph Them'em. Translation invariance can be checked straightforwardly, The considera
tions which led to this theorem, show that any continuous translation invariant operator £
on Lioc(lR) agrees 'with an operator of the form (*) on the dense subspace CI(JR). 0

Remark: In the next section we prove that for p = 1 in Theorem :3, the constant a can
be taken equal to zero. So the convolution ring baA JR) and the collection of all translation
invariant operators on Lloc(JR) are ring isomorphic. For 1 < P < 'X' the question whether
a = 0 may be taken, is still open.

For 1 < q $ 00, Lfoc(lR) represents the dual of L~omp(Hl) where 1 $ ]J < 00, ~ + ~ = 1. So if
JC : L~omp(lR) -.. L~omp(lR) is a continuous linear operator, then its dual K' is an everywhere
defined closed linear operator on Lfoc(lR) whence }C' is continuous by the Closed Graph The
orem. 1f}C is translation invariant, then }C' also. Using these observations in combination
with Theorem 3 we have

Theorem 4. Let 1 < p < 00 and let f: L~omp(1R) ~ L!?omp(1H) be a cont.inllous lin
ear operator. Then f is translation invariant if and only if there exist. consta.nts a. and b, and
J.L E bac(Hl) such that

where, in case a f= 0, Jl satisfies the additional condition

o
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Remark. Wl~:np(IR) is the subspa.ce of Cc(JR) consisting of all I E Gc(IR) for which there
exists 9 E L~omp(IR) such that

t

I(t) = J g(r)dT, t E IR .
-00

3 Special cases: Lfoc(1R) and L~omp(lR)

In tllis section we shall prove that the operators a[p] for It E baAIR) establish all continuous
translation invariant operators on Lloc(IR) and L~omp(IR), respectively. Therefore some aux
illiary results are required.
We observed already that the translation group (at)tER is not a co-group on L~c(JR) nor on
L~mp(IR). So we cannot apply the theory developed in [E2] and we cannot introduce the
operators a[lt], It E baAIR), by the Riemann-Stieltjes integra.l

Jatl dlt( t)
R.

at least according to this theory. Instead we define the operators a[p] on LJ:;c(IR) and
L~mp(IR) by duality: So

(3.1) a[p] = (a[ILJ)'

in the sense of the duality between L~omp(IR) and Llo'c(IR) a.nd LL(IR) and L~mp(IR). The
Closed Graph Theorem for Frechet spaces and for strict LB- spaces quarantees that a[/t] on
Llo'c(JR) and L~mp(IR). thus defined, is continuous.

For I E Llo'c(IR) we define its trace af: .m -- Li;'~(1R) b~'

(a f)(t) = atl, t E IR .

Since (at)tER. is a strongly continuous group on G(JR) and C(/R) is dosed on L'k,""c(IR), for each
IE G(IR) its trace a I is a continuous function from IR into Li;'~.( IR). The reverse is true also.

Lemma 5. Let I E LI:;~(IR). Then its trace af is cont.inuous as a runction froIll IR into
L~cCJR) if and only if f E G(IR).

Proof. Sufficiency of the condition is clea.r, we prove its necessity. Let a f be continu
ous from into Llo'c(IR). Then for ea.ch i.p E G;o(IR), the LI:;~(1R)-\'a.lued Riemann-Stieltjes
integral

i[cp]1 = Jcp(T)arl (iT

exists in Llo'c(IR). Beca.use of (:3.1) we have

11



and

00

(')'[cp]J)(t) = J cp(T - t)f(T)dr .
-00

We conclude that ')'[cp]! E Goo(JR). Now let (CPkheN be an approximate identity in C~(JR).

Then the continuity of a f quarantees that

where the limit is taken in L~c(JR). So f is the L~c(lR)-limit of a. sequence in Coo(JR) and
therefore f E G(~). 0

The next result can be proved similarly.

Lemma 6. Let f E L~m»(JR). Then its trace al is continuous from lR int.o L~mp(~)

if and only if 1 E Gc(~). 0

Remark. Of course Lemma 5+6 ca.n be proved in a number of different ways. but our
proof fits in the framework of this paper.

Consider a translation invariant continuous linear operator K on Li"::c(1R). Then for 1 E C(~)

the function

t 1-+ Kat!, t E ~

is continuous from ~ in L'k,"'c(lR.), because K is cont.inuous. Sinc(' A.: is translation invariant
(aKJ)(t) =atKf =Kat! and so the trace of KI is continuous. n~· J,pmma;) we obtain KI E
G(~). So C(~) is an invariant subspace of K. Due to t.he characterization of the translation
invariant operators from C(~) into G(JR.), there is f.L E bac(1R) such that Kf = a[lt]! for all
f E G(JR). Further, for aU 9 E L~omp(.m) and f E C(lR)

because of the strong convergence of the L~om»-va.lued integral

Ja-7 9 dp(T) .
R

We summarize in the following theorem.

Theorem 7. Let J(: LI:;c(1R) -;. Lf:,~(lR) be a continuous. translation inva.riant linear
opeator. Then there is II E baAJR) such t.hat Klc(R) = a[/IJ. ~...roreover. if KI(L~om»(lR))C

12



L~omp(lR), then K = O'[/t] and K'ILiomp(R) = O'[lt].
(Here K' is the dual of K and we identify L~omp(lR) as a closed subspace of (LI~~(m»)'.)

Corollary 8. Let IC : L~c(lR) ---+ LJ:;c;(JR) be a continuous. tra.nsla.tion invariant. linear
operator. Suppose K.'(C~(lR)) C C~(lR). Then IC = O'[/t] for some It E bac(m).

Proof. There is p E bac;(lR) such that IClc(R) = O'[p], So for all c.p E Cgo(lR) and f E C(lR)

(j, K'c.p) = (K f, c.p) = (j,O'[jL]<p) •

Hence K'vphi = O'[jt]c.p. Since Cgo(lR) is dense in L~omp(lR) it follows that

K'IL~omp(lR) =O'[jL]

and so the result. o

The above theorem yields the characterization of the translation invariant operators on
L~omp(lR).

Theorem 9. let £.: L~omp(lR) ---+ L~omp(lR) be a cont.inUOllS translation invariant lin
ear operator. Then there is It E bac(lR) such that £. = O'[p],

Proof. Apply the preceding theorem to JC =t:..'. the dual opera.tor of £.. o

For each p E bac;(lR) the operator O'[/t] on L~c(lR) has been defined using the duality of
L~omp(lR) and Lk:c(lR). From Theorem 5 we cannot conclude that the collection {O'[p] I It E
bac(lR)} consists of precisely all continuous translation invariant. linear operators on LJ:;c(lR).
Indeed the following question rema.ins

Does there exist a continuous tra.nslation invariant lineal' operator from L~~( JR.) into
Lk:c(lR) such that K.,f = 0 for a.ll f E C(1R)'?

For the dua.l pair L~mp(1R) x LlocUR) the discussion is similar. Indeed, for .f E L~mp(lR) the
trace 0'f is continuous if and only if.f E Gc(lR) a.ccording to Lemma 6. So if K: L~Il1P(m)-+

L~mp(lR) is continuous from lR into L~mp(m) for all .f E Ge( IR), whence K( C,,( JR» c G..( m).
Applying Theorem 1, this yields

Theorem 10. Let K: L~mp(lR) ---+ L~mp( lR) be a continuous transla.tion inva.riant linear
operator. Then there exists It E bac(lR) such that KlcclR) =0'[/1].
If IC'(Lloc(lR» c Lloc;(lR), then IC = O'[p] and K'IL{oc(R) =a[;l].

Corollary 11. Let K : L~mp(lR) ~ L;;;;ll1p(lR) be a. continuous t rallsla.t.iou invariant lin
ear operator. Suppose K'( Goe'(lR» c eX'un). Then K = a[/I] for sOllie II E ba-cUR).

Last but not least

Theorem 12. Let £.: Lloc(lR) ---+ Lloc(lR) be a continuous linear opera.t.or. Then £. is
translation invariant if and only if there is It E baAm) such that £. = (1[1']' 0
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